The nation’s wealthiest African Americans take a far more conservative approach toward investing than whites of similar means, according to a new report (http://https://doc.research-and-analytics.csfb.com/docView?sourceid=em&document_id=x603305&serialid=EPbpZVC9yQSzQAcQybZ8trdJT5i1wtDSIYihG%2b7VaQ%3d).
The study, done by Credit Suisse in conjunction with the Institute on Assets and Social Policy at Brandeis University, found that the wealthiest 5 percent of African Americans—those with a net worth of $357,000 or better—pour a greater share of their holdings into relatively low-risk, low-reward investment vehicles, such as certificates of deposit, saving bonds, and insurance policies, rather than stocks, bonds and mutual funds.

In addition, those well-off African Americans tend to have more of their wealth in real estate and less in businesses than similarly situated whites.

Pamela Thomas-Graham, Credit Suisse’s chief marketing and talent officer and head of the bank’s New Markets effort, said the investment strategy of African Americans makes sense, given their relatively poor experiences with banks through the years and their historically fragile financial standing.

One study cited in the report noted that fewer than one in four African Americans who were in the top quartile of black wealth holders in 1984, remained there in 2004. The report also cited a study that found that black business owners received bank loans with less frequency, of smaller size and at higher interest rates than white-owned companies.

“If you are in the top five percent and you are African American you probably are smart to have a more cautious approach,” Thomas-Graham said in an interview. “Historically, there is more [downward] mobility, and fragility.”

Still, that means African Americans are leaving a lot of money on the table by eschewing the financial vehicles that tend to grow most rapidly. Overall whites have nearly $8 of wealth for every $1 held by African Americans, according to the Institute on Assets and Social Policy (https://doc.research-and-analytics.csfb.com/docView?sourceid=em&document_id=x603305&serialid=EPbpZVC9yQSzQAcOybZ8trdJT5i1wtDSIYihG%2b07VaQ%3d). The Institute’s breakdown of the factors driving that difference is below:

Click here to read more (http://www.washingtonpost.com/news/get-there/wp/2014/11/24/the-big-difference-between-how-wealthy-african-american-and-white-investors-treat-their-money/)
